
 

 

Bastille Cafe in downtown Miami... is a small in/outdoor cafe located at 248 SE 1st, in Miami…  The 

French Cuisine restaurant sits in the middle of the block, on a not that busy 1st Street when I visited on a 

Saturday morning.  The seating arrangement allows you to be seated inside or out… On this particular 

Saturday morning, I choose the outside seating against the café outside wall… 

As soon as I approached the café, I was promptly greeted by the seating attendant who kindly allows me 

to pick my dining preference outside… The calm breeze and the smell of breakfast in the morning air is 

more than welcoming to me, and passer bys who walked feet from the small table I was parked at. 

I was given a menu with no explanation of the breakfast specials for the day, I later notice a specials 

menu that was inconspicuous written in white chalk, on a small black tent board hidden from my view 

due to its position on the sidewalk, it didn’t help that the seating attendant spent half the time in front 

of it either (LOL)… 

I browsed FaceBook for 15 minute, before my waiter skated out the front door of the café to take my 

order. I ordered the Notre Pain Perdu… that’s French for French toast (lol), with a glass of Cranberry 

Juice... (Side Note: No mention of the Breakfast Specials again from the staff!!!)… 

The Norte Pain Perdu… came out in 15 minutes (Kool Beans)… The presentation of 3 average size pieces 

of French toast, layered in fresh cut strawberries with powder sugar speckling the plate, with American 

Maple Syrup on the side… The meal was excellent in taste, the strawberries fresh, and adding to the 

sweetness of the maple syrup, each slice of toast was scrumptious… The entire plate was paired well, 

and fresh. I was please with my selection… 

The menu at Bastille Café serves all 3 meals…. I only participated in Breakfast portion, in which I was 

pleased with the meal, not so much with the service. The meal portion to cost ratio for me is a little high 

($16.74 for entire meal)… all in all… I would give Bastille Café a SPF of 3…  
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